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Field Visit Overview 
Name of Customer Chaitanya K. Kancharana (Kumar)  

Other Participants Todd Hayes: Manager Data Management (Data Management Team comprises, SQL, TSM, and SAN) 
Damian Matthie: TSM Administrator (here) 
Kumar C K: TSM Administrator (here) 
Miles McEver: Windows/VM Admin (here) 
Bobby Lee: Server Team Manager (Windows/VM Manager) 
Eric Beach: Windows/VM Admin (here) 
Jay Davis: Windows/Exchange Admin 

 

Summary  In 1905, Dr. Ludwig Amster and Dr. Floyd Willcox McRae founded Piedmont Hospital and were considered "ahead of 
their time."  Last year, Piedmont served nearly two million patients - performing over 44,000 surgeries, delivering 
8,000 babies, providing 471,695 outpatient encounters, completing 235 organ transplants and handling nearly 
250,000 emergency room visits. 

Run Books that were seen: 
- EMC Performance Statistics Charts for Piedmont 
- Display TSM Backup Procedures 
- TSM Cartridge Life Cycle 
- Storage Capacity Chart Cheat Sheet 
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Observed Person Chaitanya K. Kancharana (Kumar) 

Small cubicle space with two monitors 
and letter sized laser prints with run book 
protocols such as “displaying TSM’s 
Backup Processing Status” “The TSM 
Cartridge Life Cycle (Off Site Data), 
“Storage Capacity Numbers”, “TSM Shut 
Down Procedure” and “EMC Read/Write 
Performance Graph.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Uses TSM CLI and scripts for majority of TSM administrative 
functions. 
Occasionally uses vSphere for read-only activities (not needed very 
much). 
Really uses email a lot – saves every daily report since he started 
working four years ago. 
Does not use GUIs much. 

Time/# What was observed? Pain and/or Opportunity UX Insight 

1:15pm Kumar logs into his data mover via VMWare Can monitor things, but cannot do snapshots 
Tacit agreements between administrators what they can and cannot do 
in VMWare. Does not have a user ID to modify a data mover.  

The VMware administrators do not want to give Kumar (or any TSM 
Admins) the ability to do anything dangerous in vSphere.  They only 
have read-only access today. 

In order for this to work, the TSM VE TDP needs to be able to have 
higher-level of authority granted to it (not inherited by the end-user as 
suggested recently). 

 Reports  in vSphere Selected report tab to see current reports 
Views three day events. They do not need to see more. 
3000 VMs and only 150 are backed up  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Martine suggested a way to filter in 3-4 clicks – Kumar wants to see 
the list of VMs that have been backed up, not all the thousands of VMs 
that have never been backed up.  They only have about 150 VMs 
backed up out of about 3000 VMs. 

 

Commented a few times about data displayed in our GUIs not 
matching his needs/expectations, so that’s why he doesn’t use our 
GUI.  For example – Doesn’t like how the TSM OC shows VMs as 
client nodes (he only wants to see data movers; not individual VMs 
there).  Like the case above, he wants to focus on the 150 VMs he’s 
backing up  -- not everything – so many of the reports are useless to 
him. 
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Time/# What was observed? Pain and/or Opportunity UX Insight 

1:25pm Went into the CLI to see information instead  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Likes the CLI to get to information quicker than the GUI. The newer 
admins like the GUI. 

Most error conditions are diagnosed by reading the client logs.  Very 
rarely does he find anything in the TSM Server logs that is useful to 
solving a backup/recovery problem; and Kumar can’t recall a time 
when he correlated logs between client and server. 

Kumar does everything using dmsc CLI, not the vmcli.  In fact, he 
didn’t even know that the vmcli existed… 

 We view VMs as files, not machines (VMs are essentially file spaces). I 
do not consider them as clients. The number of data movers and 
clients are more important to me – not nodes.  

[In TSM OC] Would like the VMs tagged as something different. It took 
me three weeks to understand from IBM the terminology. It is OK for 
one node to back up 100 servers. VMs have a lot of turnover.  

 

  We would like to have additional VM data movers. We have more 
production activity. Most VMs backup in seconds, but some take up to 
nine hours. 

Overall, he doesn’t care about how long it takes to backup so long as it 
eventually succeeds.  He’s got some backups that take long enough to 
roll into the next day and that’s OK if they eventually succeed. 

1:32pm Reviewed email report Scrollable screen of 40VMs and backup duration information. Save 
reports in email folders like “Client Email”, “VM Email”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Want a more concise and consumable report. Last few lines of the 
schedule : inspected VMs, how many TB of data backed up, and how 
much time it took. Would like to see server graphs and trending graphs 
for six months. Would like to filter information based on my needs at 
any given time.  
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Observed Person Chaitanya K. Kancharana (Kumar)  

Time/# What was observed? Pain and/or Opportunity UX Insight 

  Could not generate Cognos report. IBM said the database was not 
supported. I could not believe it as it took me three days to do it. I 
create my own ad hoc reports once a month and harvest information 
into an excel spreadsheet. One or two hours a month. Looked at 
ServerGraph as an option, but it was too expensive ($800k for 3 
servers). Most information is in the TSM client log and I do not 
compare to TSM server log as it does not have the information I need. 

There is nothing I cannot do through another program that can be 
done with a CLI. It takes a little more time, but I have the time. 

 

1:48pm Looking at server [client] backup misses The CLI tells me the usual servers [clients] are always having 
problems. When I bring it up to the server [client] owner, there is no 
incentive for them to fix it. I do not control the server [client]. I only use 
include, not exclude statements.  

The architecture of the server is not correct. 

 Reviewing VM Clusters Assigned based on load balancing.  Too many cluster VMs and the list is too long to filter due to character 
length. 

1:57pm Exchange for VM Server 22 disks on server, 20 are DB and logs and C is primary drive. If I want 
to backup on VM (applications and operating system only) I have to 
put 22 disks excludes (database) on server. I have to run a guest level 
backup. I am using VM but not for my whole environment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wants to do a file level exclude within VE backup.  This way he can do 
a VE-based backup of parts of a machine (like BA Client can do 
today). 

 vSphere. I do not do much in vSphere except configurations.   
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Observed Person Chaitanya K. Kancharana (Kumar)  

Time/# What was observed? Pain and/or Opportunity UX Insight 

2:15pm Logged into 6.4 TSM Operations Center Went to Client L2 to look at number of VMs. The math was not correct 
(didn’t match his expectation; it was actually correct). Went into CLI to 
ping the network for the number of sessions to compare numbers to 
TSM OC. 

I do not see an average through put on clients. VTL to Tape Drive how 
much data it is writing.  

Want to click sessions on the dashboard (supported in 7.1) to cross 
correlate data. 

The TSM OC does not show data in the way he expects to see it: 1) 
the # clients shows VMs (where he only wants to see client nodes), 
and 2) the running sessions shows 122 in TSM OC but there are really 
only about 25 or so when you count up all the results for running 
“query session” commands on the TSM Servers.  Somewhere we have 
100 (or so) phantom sessions that TSM OC is reporting in the 
dashboard. 

Because of these inconsistencies, Kumar doesn’t trust the TSM OC 
and just sticks to his scripts where he knows what he has. 
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Observed Person Miles McEver: Windows/VM Admin  

Time/# What was observed? Pain and/or Opportunity UX Insight 

2:22pm We have VM templates since they are the same boxes. We spin off a 
box. The owner of the VM requests the backiup. We do get involved 
with recovery if it is server related. Normally we reach out to them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Don’t participate in backup/recovery much at all, not even for system 
maintenance functions.  He’d just as soon do a VMware snapshot to 
create a restore point than do something with TSM (which is rare). 

 Do you upgrade drivers? We do that.    

 We watch storage and check boxes. We get emails and alerts from 
VMWare. A lot of standard alerts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Plug-in more integrated? We do not do backups. We get with the 
storage team to deal with it. 

  

 Do you worry about security by giving access to server side? They 
have read only access to everything. TDP has full access through TSM 
and create a new VM. We have a generic service account (this should 
be corrected and they should have their own account). 

  

 Are you multi-tenant? Because we have SRM we keep it pretty locked 
up. We do not want other people to screw up replication. Users can log 
into their Windows box locally.  Six of us have full access rights out of 
20 people. 
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Observed Person Damian Matthie: TSM Administrator  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Uses TSM, KronJobs for Admin, Phone, Email 

Time/# What was observed? Pain and/or Opportunity UX Insight 

2:42pm In the morning I check to see that all backups are completed and all 
sorts of system checks. In afternoon, I review any changes through 
alerts and to verify that certain processes have checked off. Seeing if 
anything is out of the ordinary. I also review tickets through emails. I 
will go to the ticketing system to filter for what I want to see. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Relies on emails – a lot. A hundred TSM emails a day.  

 Login to see all TSM servers and data domains through CLI. 10 tabs 
open at all times. 
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Time/# What was observed? Pain and/or Opportunity UX Insight 

 We get client node requests from the server group. Set up backups for 
it. We created our own script to run once a month. Server team opens 
up the ticket. (took photo) 

We used to find 300 a month, but now we are down to 10-15 a month 
that need to be backed up. 

 

 Monitors the TSM Servers on 6. with TSM OC. I look at this view five times a day. We do not use it for configurations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Uses CLI to do queries and configure for bulk of activities. 

 Would you consider using an iPad?  Damian did not know that that could be done.  Doesn’t even know 
if/how to hook an iPad up to the corporate network (so very unlikely to 
happen for him). 

 When a user of a VM wants to recover a file, who do they contact? A 
user opens up a help desk ticket. Help desk will forward it to the server 
person and they will forward it to Damien. The server team does some 
recovery and it comes to us when they have issues. We do about two 
recoveries a week. 

Damien has not recovered from VE yet.  He does about 2 recoveries / 
week using BA Client. 

Damien has to call the person who is associated with the ticket to get 
additional information. Is it a home directory or network share?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Have to identify where it was backed up from. I recover it to a restore 
directory in the root directory on the client and I call them to let them 
know that it was done. Damien will update the ticket for help desk and 
they will close it. 

They are comfortable with the current way, but would be open to an 
integrated tool – like “Magic” which is the help desk tool. 

Wants a single tool to do server and client functions together – e.g., 
TSM OC with backup/recovery/etc built-in. 
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Time/# What was observed? Pain and/or Opportunity UX Insight 

3:06pm Checked the storage pools in TSM OC 

When a pool is running out of space, what is the protocol? We create 
new volumes, 50Gigs. We do not keep that many tapes onsite. Most 
pools are disks. Copies are tapes. At 60% capacity, we reclaim. 

 They do not manage their volumes manually.  

 Would you like to have a consolidated tool that you feel most 
comfortable with. 

 Want to do file level restores from TSM OC. Or restore to an 
alternative location. Same for VMs 

 BA Client deployment, do we need to do a reboot if we upgrade to 7.1?   Schedule an upgrade for all BA clients from TSM OC to get pushed out 
automatically.  Even with their scripts for initial deployment, they don’t 
have a good solution for periodic upgrade of clients (especially BA 
Client). 

 What would be your perfect environment for the first time in setting up 
a BA Client? 

 To deploy it to multiple servers, would be great to have this in TSM 
OC. I have admin access to all clients.  

 We backup a lot of AIX servers  TSM for System Backup and Recovery solution 

 
 


